A numerical model for estimating the removal of volatile organic compounds in laboratory-scale treatability tests for thermal treatment of NAPL-impacted soils.
Treatability tests can be carried out to assess the potential effectiveness of thermal treatment technologies under different site conditions and are important for specific technology selection and design. In order to reduce the costs for laboratory tests and expand the insights from previous treatability studies, a one-dimensional (1D) radial finite difference model was developed to simulate the removal of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in laboratory thermal treatability tests. The processes considered in the model include heat conduction, co-boiling of single-component or multi-component NAPLs with water, and water boiling. An explicit approach is used to simulate the evolution of NAPL composition for multi-component NAPLs during heating. The developed model adopts only two fitting parameters and was calibrated and validated using previous laboratory experiments. In this paper, the developed model was first calibrated to three laboratory experiments using temperature measurements, which resulted in matches to the NAPL and gas saturations. After calibration, the model was able to predict the temperature, NAPL and gas saturations for the remaining seven experiments, including those with single and multi-component NAPLs, using the average value of each fitting parameter.